SUMMARY
In a well-known magic trick known as multiplying balls, conjurers fool their audience with the use of a semi-spherical shell, which the audience perceives as a complete ball [1] . Here, we report that this illusion persists even when observers touch the inside of the shell with their own finger. Even more intriguingly, this also produces an illusion of bodily selfawareness in which the finger feels shorter, as if to make space for the purely illusory volume of the visually completed ball. This observation provides strong evidence for the controversial and counterintuitive idea that our experience of the hidden backsides of objects is shaped by genuine perceptual representations rather than mere cognitive guesswork or imagery [2] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In a magic routine called multiplying balls, the magician starts by holding a ball between his thumb and index finger ( Figure 1A) . Then, after a quick flick of the wrist, a second ball magically appears between his index and middle finger ( Figure 1B ). The secret behind this trick is that the first ''ball'' is actually an empty semi-spherical shell in which the second ball is kept hidden [1] . During the flick of the wrist, this ball is simply flipped out of the shell. In line with the perspective of considering magic as a means to study perception [3] [4] [5] , we [1] have recently argued that the surprising robustness of this magic trick [6] is due to visual mechanisms creating perceptual representations of the invisible backsides of objects (amodal volume completion [7] [8] [9] [10] ). Thus, the spectators do not merely entertain the intellectual belief that the semi-spherical shell is a complete ball. Rather, their visual system creates an immediate and compelling experience of a complete ball [1, [7] [8] [9] [10] , which effectively closes the door to the actual solution before any intellectual problem solving process even starts [11] .
The notion that our experience of the hidden backsides of objects is based on genuine perceptual representations rather than mere imagery [2, 8, 9, [12] [13] [14] is a rather counter-intuitive claim that challenges conventional notions about what it means to see [15, 16] . Here, we present a visuo-proprioceptive illusion (''shrunken finger illusion'') that provides striking evidence for this controversial [17, 18] idea. Putting a semi-spherical shell on top of a finger and viewing it directly from above ( Figure 1C ), we observed that the illusion of a complete ball produced the bodily experience of the finger being shorter, as if to make space for the illusory volume of the ''ball'' ( Figure 1D ). In experiment 1, we estimated the illusory shortening of the finger (see the Experimental Procedures) by asking observers to point to the felt location of their fingertip while balancing an empty shell on top of it and viewing it from above (see Figure 2 ). Using three empty shells with different diameters and a baseline condition without a shell, we observed an illusory finger shortening that increases linearly with the diameter of the shell (Figure 3 ). The latter corresponds to the extent of illusory finger shortening necessary to ''make sufficient space'' for the perceptual completion of the shell into a full sphere (diagonal line). The size of the illusion is less than that, but nevertheless quite substantial. When the observers instead had to point to the top of the shell, the effect was essentially absent (Figure 3 ). The difference between the slopes observed in the fingertip condition (0.27) and the top-of-shell condition (0.02) was highly significant (p < 0.0001).
Additional observations (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure S1 ) indicate that, although the tendency to perceive the shell as a complete ball is strong, the percept may not be stable at all times. This is compatible with the somewhat larger estimates of the effect obtained when ensuring that the shell was perceived as a ball during the measurement: the slope difference was larger (by a value of 0.13; p = 0.003) when the observers waited until they definitely perceived the semi-spherical shell as a full ball before pointing (Figure 3) .
To further test the explanation based on amodal volume completion, we performed experiment 2. In addition to an opaque semi-spherical shell, we used a transparent, but otherwise identical, shell and a flat opaque disk. Here, the observers had to point to their fingertip using two different criteria, namely (1) where they think it is located based on what they know and can deduce (cognitive condition, CC) and (2) where they feel it is located independent of that (perceptual condition, PC). Significant (at the 5% level) finger-shortening effects ( Figure 4 ) were only observed for the opaque shell (PC, p = 0.00003; CC, p = 0.015; both one-tailed), and it was about four times larger in the perceptual than in the cognitive condition (the difference was significant, with p = 0.001; one-tailed). There were no significant effects for the transparent shell (PC, p = 0.09; CC, p = 0.41; both one-tailed) or the flat disk (PC, p = 0.43; CC, p = 0.88; both one-tailed). The latter finding indicates that amodal volume completion, rather than occlusion in itself, is the critical factor.
That the effect is only a fraction of the diameter of the ''ball'' (22% in the ''spontaneous'' condition of experiment 1 and 30% with the opaque shell and PC in experiment 2) may be taken to suggest that the shell is not completed into a full sphere, but rather a smaller object, such as a solid semi-sphere. Such a percept was, however, not reported by any of our observers. Therefore, we regard it as more likely that this reduced effect is due to the conflict with the observer's knowledge about the actual state of affairs. All observers were familiar with the shell before the measurements commenced, which presumably made it obvious to them that the true position of their fingertip was essentially identical to the top of the shell. Thus, in order to report the true extent of the illusion, the observers were required to completely disregard this knowledge. This is a difficult task, making it likely that the measurements obtained here underestimate the actual extent of the perceptual illusion. Indeed, some of the observers reported that they had noticed the illusory finger shortening and tried to compensate for it. . After a quick flick of the wrist, a second ball seems to materialize (B). In reality, the lower ''ball'' is a hollow semispherical shell, from which the real ball is pulled out. Adapted from [1] , licensed under CC BY 2.0. (C and D) Schematic illustration of the shrunken finger illusion. When a semispherical shell is balanced on the observer's finger as shown in (C) and viewed from above, the observer often reports perceiving the shell as a complete ball (D), while his or her finger is felt to be unusually short, as if to make space for the illusory volume of the complete ball. Note that this drawing is an exaggerated caricature of the perceptual experience. In particular, the real effect may be smaller than depicted here. In the experiments, only the middle finger was extended, while the other fingers were closed to a fist (see Figure 2) . The observation that the illusory effect in the perceptual condition of experiment 2 was larger than in experiment 1 is consistent with this line of reasoning. The fact that we found a small (4 mm) but significant (p = 0.015) finger shrinking effect in the cognitive condition suggests that the observers were not completely successful in separating their cognitive judgments from their perceptual experience. Conversely, it may well be that their settings in the perceptual task were, to some extent, influenced by their knowledge of the real position of the fingertip. Accordingly, even the settings in the perceptual task may underestimate the true size of the effect. Importantly, though, an effect as large as the diameter of the ball is only to be expected if visual mechanisms suggesting a complete ball override the available proprioceptive information about the position of the fingertip entirely. Based on common notions about cue integration, the intermediate result that we observe here is what one would expect: a compromise between the two contradictory sources of information [19] (visual cues to amodal volume completion and proprioceptive information).
Could the observed effect be due to demand characteristics [20] ? Several observations speak against this. First, the observed effect is highly counter-intuitive, making it unlikely that subjects would be able to figure out the hypotheses and/or predictions. Even to a subject able to correctly guess that the experiment was about visuo-proprioceptive conflict and amodal completion, it would presumably appear more likely that the hypothesis is that the conflict is resolved by perceiving the finger veridically and the ''ball'' closer. This is essentially the opposite of the observed effect. Second, neither (1) the predicted (and observed) presence/ absence and directions of the effects in the three conditions nor (2) the essential aspects of the true hypothesis was correctly identified by any of the observers of experiment 2 in post-experimental debriefing sessions.
The present findings unequivocally show that our experience of the hidden backsides of objects is sometimes based on genuine perceptual representations rather than mere cognitive guesswork or imagery [2, 8, 9, [12] [13] [14] 21] , despite the lack of any direct sensory stimulation reaching the eye from the hidden backsides themselves [16] . The effect can be understood as resulting from a process of multisensory integration [22, 23] , involving a percept-percept coupling [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , in which not only proprioceptive information (as well as assumptions about object solidity or penetrability and the linking of touch sensations to a specific object) but also visual information influences the perceptual representation of body shape. It is well known that somatosensory representations of the size, shape, and position of our body parts are highly flexible [29, 30] and that vision often Results from experiment 1. Average errors made by the observers when pointing to the tip of their fingers (red symbols) or to the top of the shell (blue symbols) are plotted against the diameter of the shell. A shell diameter of zero means that observers just pointed to their fingertip without any shell on it, so in this case the task was identical in all four conditions. The black horizontal line represents the true position of the fingertip or top of the shell, and the solid diagonal line indicates the theoretical extent of the illusory finger shortening necessary to ''make sufficient space'' for the perceptual completion of the shell into a full sphere. The dashed oblique line shows the pointing error necessary to ''make space'' for a solid half-sphere. The strongly colored data points refer to the conditions in which the observers were asked to wait until they were sure that they experienced the shell as a complete ball before performing the pointing task. The pale data points refer to the conditions in which no such additional instruction was given. Each data point shows the average of 66 settings (22 observers 3 3 repeated-measurements). Error bars represent ±1 SEM of the pooled data; where invisible, they are smaller than the symbol size. See also Figure S1 . dominates over other modalities in resolving cross-modal cue conflict [19] . As mentioned earlier, the perceptual system could, a priori, equally well have resolved the conflict between vision and proprioception produced in our experiment by making the ''ball'' appear closer as by making the finger feel shorter. Theoretically, one would expect that this alternative resolution of the conflict should be more likely to occur if the reliability of the visual depth cues is sufficiently reduced relative to the reliability of the proprioceptive cues [19] . As can be seen in Figure 3 , the pointing errors in the ''point to shell'' condition were slightly higher when the observers waited until they were certain that they experienced a complete ball. Although not significant at the 5% level, this may reflect a slight tendency toward this alternative resolution of the conflict.
Although the present findings show that visual completion can override proprioception to an impressive extent, modifying the demonstration by balancing the shell on a pencil rather than one's own finger makes it clear that proprioceptive input is a fundamental ingredient in the shrunken finger effect. In this case, the task of reporting the felt (or ''perceived'') position of the tip of the pencil becomes meaningless and cannot be performed without recurring to explicit knowledge and guesswork, rather than immediate perceptual experience.
Although previous research has shown modification of somatosensory perceptual experience in response to visual stimuli [30] , the shrunken finger illusion goes further by demonstrating that purely subjective mental representations of the invisible backsides of things can have comparable causal powers: although amodally volume-completed percepts refer to the hidden backsides of objects, our findings show that they are ''real'' in the sense that they can-even against better knowledge-affect the experience of our own body in a dramatic and almost bizarre way.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Detailed descriptions of the experiments are given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Stimuli and Procedure
In both experiments, the observers were asked to sit as shown in Figure 2 , viewing the object (shell or disk) on their middle finger directly from above (binocularly), and to point either to (1) where they felt the tip of their finger was located or (2) the top of the shell (only in experiment 1) using a knitting needle (length, 40 cm; diameter, 3 mm). The observers were asked to point as if the needle were a laser pointer, while keeping its tip about 10 cm away from the shell. The position pointed to and the true position of the fingertip were estimated based on a semi-automated analysis of photographs made during the pointing (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Immediately prior to the experiments, the observers participated in related experimental sessions, which are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. In total, each experiment lasted about 45 min per subject.
Observers
The 22 observers in experiment 1 were fellow researchers and/or students at KU Leuven, and the 18 observers in experiment 2 were all students. All observers were naive regarding the research hypothesis. The students were compensated with course credit or V8.
Statistical Analysis
We performed a linear mixed-effects analysis of the pointing data (Figure 3 ) using R [31] , lme4 [32, 33] , and the afex package [34] . See the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.
All methods and procedures were approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences at KU Leuven, and written informed consent was obtained prior to the experiments.
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